
04 Nights 05 Days Turkey 

 

Day 01 

 Upon arrival at Istanbul airport you will meet our representative at arrival Hall, holding your name card, 

Please introduce yourself to him, He will drive you Hotel. Which almost ½ an hour drive, depending on traffic 

conditions  

 

ISTANBUL  
Istanbul, the only city joins Europe and Asia; located on both sides of the Bosphorus, uniting the East and the 
West on the terms of culture, art and religion. Halic Bay (Golden Horn) a horn-shaped bay located on the 
European side of Istanbul is one of the most beautiful natural harbors in the world.  

 
 

It is Istanbul's endless offers of varieties that fascinate the visitors. The museums, churches, palaces, grand 

mosques, bazaars and sights of natural beauty seem innumerable. Reclining on the western shore of the 

Bosphorus at sunset contemplating the red evening light reflected in the windows of the opposite shore you may 

understand why so many centuries ago settlers chose to build on this remarkable site. The history of the city, 

which is known as the "Capital of the Empires", goes back to ancient times. The city was founded by the 

Megaras in A.D. 658 and was named Byzantium after their commander Byzas. It was developed very rapidly 

and turned into a large trade center, existed for hundreds of years as the capital of the Roman, Byzantine and 

Ottoman Empires. 

Today it has become Turkey's most important tourism, trade and industrial city with a population over 13.5 

million. The most beautiful historical works of Istanbul are at the historical peninsula inside the city walls 

between the Marmara Sea and the Golden Horn. One could visit Istanbul for the shopping alone. The Kapali 

Carsi, or Covered Grand Bazaar, in the old city is the logical place to start with more than 4,000 shops. Sultan 

Ahmet which known for its Three glorious periods, Roman, Byzantine, and Ottoman, most of the famous and 

historical sights of Istanbul are located in this area. Topkopi museum A Must See will surprise you with the 

glimpse of history and culture treasure. It is formed in a 400 years old palace of Ottoman Kings. Istanbul a city 

where you see Asia & Europe penetrating. 

 

SARNIC HOTEL 

Kucuk Ayasofya Caddesi No 26 3400 Sultanahmet Istanbul Turkey 

4 Star First Class Historical Hotel 

                                                                  
Location: Sultanahmet/Topkapi Palace/Grand Bazaar/Old City 



 

14 Km to the Istanbul International Airport 

05 Minutes Walk to the Metro Station 

05 Minutes Walk to the Bus Stop 

Close to the Sultanahmat Station 

The hotel is very conveniently situated in the heart of Istanbul Sultanahmet Area. The Hotel is 5 minutes away 

from Blue Mosque, 06 minutes away from Haghia Sophia, 10 minutes away from Topkapi Palace, 10 minutes 

away from Grand Bazaar, 06 minutes away from Basilica Cistern, 01 minute away from Mosaic Museum and 

walking distances from the other historical places. The many attractions of the Grand and Spice Bazaars are just 

a little further whilst the stunning Marmara sea and the famous fish restaurant area of Kumkapi are also within 

easy reach. 

General 

This is a fairly modern building in traditional style. Sarnic Hotel in Sultanahmet area is situated in a historical 

building offering a rooftop terrace with panoramic views of the Blue Mosque and Marmara Sea. The friendly 

staff and professional management will make you feel at home, with traditional Turkish hospitality. Attention to 

the finest details will make sure your stay is as comfortable as possible, in the hotel lobby, or out on the terraces 

or wherever you may wish to roam. Your stay at this hotel will be one to remember. The Hotel provides quality 

accommodation and professional services for travelers in Istanbul. The Hotel has recently undergone 

refurbishment and offers a dry cleaning service, babysitting & child services and a beauty salon. The best thing 

about this hotel is its location where you find almost all the historical attractions which Istanbul offers, at 

walking distance 

Room 

The well equipped rooms at the Sarnic Hotel Istanbul have a private bathroom, a flat screen TV and cable 

satellite channels. Amenities featured in the rooms include a mini bar, a refrigerator and a hair dryer. Standard 

inclusions to the en suite are towels and a shower. 

Restaurant 

The Sarnic Hotel Istanbul's on site restaurant offers a variety of delicious meals to enjoy. Ottoman and Turkish 

dishes are available in the restaurant or on the terrace. For those wishing to dine out, there are a variety of 

dining options a short stroll from the hotel 

Bedroom 

Total Number of Rooms: 21 

Room Facilities 

Connection for Laptop, Air Condition, Satellite Television, in-House Movie, Radio, Direct Dial Phone, Mini 

Bar, Hairdryer, Wake-Up Call, Voltage 220v 

Hotel Facilities 

Medium Lobby, Earliest Check-in at 14:00,  Lifts, Porterage & Room Service 24 Hour, Outdoor Pool, 05 

Floors, Solarium, Gymnasium, Sauna, Shop boutique, Beauty Parlour, Car Rental Facilities, Baby Sitting, 

Laundry, Business Centre, Disabled Facilities. 

 

Day 02 

After breakfast at your Hotel, Proceed to hotel lobby driver will pick you for a full day tour of Bursa City.  
FULL-DAY TOUR OF BURSA Duration: 14 HOURS 

Istanbul Turkey 

 



 

 

The Tour  
Explore this tour with beautiful listed regions. The tour will start with a drive over the magnificent Bosphorus 
Suspension Bridge also known as 15 July Martyrs Bridge. You will witness both Europe and Asia side of 

Turkey from over the bridge. The driver will then take you to Bursa via the world’s fourth largest suspension 

bridge known as The Osmanghazi Bridge built in 2016 minimizing another 1.5 hours of the journey to mere 3 
minutes making the trip from Istanbul to Bursa now a one and a half hour journey which previously took 3 

hours.You will start the day with visit to city’s famous shopping center where you can taste and select from a 
variety of Turkish delights, different kinds of natural honey, olives, olive oils, silk scarfs, handmade carpets and 

many other goods. You will be given 45 minutes to roam and shop on your own. Witnessing both the old and 
new sides of Bursa, the journey continues towards Uludag Mountain.  

 
The first stop on the mountain is by the historic 600 years old tree known as the Īnkaya Çınar. The tree is 35 

meters tall spread over 3 meters of diameter with some of the branches being so heavy that they are supported 

by metal planks. You can sip a quick tea or lemonade from the café under the tree or buy fresh fruits or 
souvenirs from local vendors. Driving up the mountain you will now stop at a restaurant and will be served 

authentic Turkish lunch. After lunch the guide will take you to a local shop where you will be served Turkish 
Coffee and will get a chance to taste and purchase from a wide variety of Turkish Jams, pickles and chutneys. 

Your driver will then drive you up to the Uludag Mili Park from where you will take a 20 minutes Cable Car 
ride to the peak of Uludag Mountain at a height of 2543m. You will be given 45 minutes to explore and take 

photos. Ride back via the Cable Car and descend towards the city. On your way down you will stop at an 
Organic Honey Farm where you can buy honey prepared in the farm. The tour now continues to the old city of 

Bursa where you will stop at the famous Green Mosque built between 1415 and 1419 at the request of Ottoman 

Sultan Celebi Mehmet. Green Mosque comprises of mausoleum (Tomb), madrasah, cultivation and Hammam 
(Turkish baths). After an hour drive to the pier you will ride a ferry to Istanbul. At the conclusion of your tour 

you will be driven back to your hotel. 

Tour Does Not Include: 
Water Bottles/ Extra drinks 

Please Note:  
The temperature at the peak of Uludag is very low. Wear appropriate clothing. Don’t forget to take you 
beanies, gloves and warm jackets with you. 
On conclusion of this tour you will be dropped back to your hotel. 

 

Day 03 

After Breakfast you are free to explore the city on your own. 

 

Day 04 

After breakfast at your Hotel, Proceed to hotel lobby, Driver will pick you for full day Prince's Island tour. 

 

 

 



 

PRINCES' ISLAND 

Istanbul, Turkey 

Departure Point:   Hotel Pick Up                 Start Time: 08.30          Duration: 05: 30 Hrs 

Take a cruise to the largest of the princes' islands, where you will enjoy lunch and a sightseeing tour by horse-

drawn carriage. 

The Tour 

We begin the day with a cruise on the Marmara Sea to the princes' islands, once the pleasure islands of 

Byzantine princes. Our tour includes a visit to buyukada, the largest of the three main islands and a popular 

summer resort with beautifully decorated old wooden houses, pine trees and wonderful panoramic views. We 

take a relaxing tour through the quiet narrow streets of the island by horse-drawn carriage before stopping for 

lunch at a seafood restaurant. After lunch there will be time for you to relax or explore at your leisure. 

Includes 

Transfer by coach to the pier, cruise to buyukada, four course lunches and a tour of the island by horse-drawn 

carriage. 

Please Note 

If you are booking this tour in: English your pick up time will be within 30 minutes of the time shown on your 

voucher. Our supplier will contact you at your hotel the day prior to the tour to reconfirm the actual pick up 

time. 

Additional Information 

this tour is operated in Air Conditioned Vehicles. 

On the Conclusion of tour you will be drive back to Hotel, rest of the day is free to spend on your own. 

 

Day 05 

 After Breakfast you are free till driver comes to pick you, from Hotel Lobby, Please Check out the room 

before driver arrives, Proceed to Airport for departure .  
!!!!! End of Tour!!!!! 

 

Tour Includes: - 

 

Visa Assistance 

Travel Insurance 

Airport Pick & Drops 

Accommodation in Star Class Hotel 

Daily Breakfast 

City Tour of Bursa with Lunch & Cable Car Ride  
Princes Island Tour with Lunch 

Transport in Private A/C Vehicle 

 



All the Rates & Confirmations depend on the availability at the time of finalizing bookings. Above detail & Pictures are 

for reference Purpose only; Total Travel Services does not have the ownership nor accepts any liability for any damages. 

*Above Information Collected & Organized by Total Travel Services – www.totaltravels.pk  
 

http://www.totaltravels.pk/


Turkey 06 Nights 07 Days (02 Nights Antalya - 04 Nights Istanbul) 
 

Day01 
 Upon arrival at Istanbul airport please proceed to domestic lounge to get flight for Antalya,  the flight 

duration is approx. 01 hour 15 minutes, when you reach arrival hall for exit, you will be received by our representative, 

proceed to hotel . 
 

Antalya 02Nights 

Almost 700 km form Istanbul Antalya is the 05
th
 most populated city in Turkey with over 1.2 million habitants in area of 

approx 547 sq miles, it is located on the Mediterranean coast of south-west Turkey. Founded in 200 BC, Antalya enjoys a 

rich culture & history which attracts millions of people with its lovely nature from all over the world. The combination of 

sun, deep blue sea and mountain covered with trees are rare to find in other parts of world. The city buildings charm you 

with open theme of the ages-old designs, its Hellenistic times and later with Turkish-Islamic architecture city appears with 

deep rooted in history. Antalya can be visited in any season is an indispensable touristic destination particularly during the 

summer. This "blue" city charms its guests with its beautiful beaches and has the longest coastline in Turkey. 

Antalya Old city Charm you with its narrow alleys and road made dark gray stone brick, The most outstanding feature of 

Antalya is the terrific palm trees of the city which cool you with their shadow and complement you with their breeze on 

your way and decorating the city, palm trees are a sign of the mild Mediterranean climate of the city. Hot and dry during 

the summer and mild and rainy during the winter the city always gives the feeling of a warm home with 300 sunny days a 

year. Antalya is ruled by Byzantine and Ottoman empires, which left long lasting impression on this city. 

 

ALP PASSA BOUTIQUE HOTEL ANTALYA 
Barbaros, Hesapçı Sk.No:  30,07100 Muratpaşa/Antalya, Turkey 

 4 Star Tourist Class Hotel 

 

Location: 
13 kilometers to  Antalya Airport 
05 kilometers to  downtown Antalya 

General: 

Set in a group of Ottoman-style mansions, this charming hotel is a 2-minute walk from the history exhibits of Antalya 

Museum and a 3-minute walk from Roman era Hadrian's Gate. The two on-site à la carte restaurants of Alp Pasa Hotel 

has won 2017 World Luxury Restaurant Awards including Regional and Continent Winner Awards. Decorated with the 

touches of French and Turkish tradition, Du Bastion Fine Dining Restaurant is set under a great stone arch and serves 

French and Mediterranean delicacies. You can enjoy the fine romantic atmosphere while savouring a wide range of 

dishes. The cozy rooms feature wood floors and ornate woodwork, as well as free Wi-Fi, flat-screen TVs and minibars. 

Suites add sitting areas; upgraded rooms have wood beam ceilings and balconies with city views. Break fast is available in 

a relaxed restaurant with a terrace. There's also a bar, an outdoor pool, a hot tub, a garden and a Turkish bath. Parking, 

laundry service and massages are available. 



 

Rooms: 

High Ceilings adorned with original Ottoman woodwork add comfort to the room. By adding a little neo-classical touch to 

this comfortable environment, we aimed for you to experience comfort and peace during your stay here. 

Restaurant 
Alp Paşa Restaurant serves Turkish and Ottoman cuisine by a cozy fireplace. In warm weather, you can enjoy your meals 

by the pool with sweet scents of jasmines. Gazetta Brasserie & Bar serves with its rich Italian menu. You can savour a 

wide variety of Italian delicacies and enjoy a sip of wine from the wine cellar. 

Room Facilities: 

Air conditioning,Mini Bar, Safe in the room, Private Bathroom, Hair Dryer, Telephone, TV, Free Wifi. 
Hotel Facilities: 
Swimming Pools,Business Center, Break Fast, Car Park, Restaurant, Free Wifi, Restaurants with a variety of cuisines. 

 

Day 02 
 After breakfast proceed to lobby, your tour guide/driver will take you from lobby for Antalya city tour. 

Antalya City Tour Pick & Drop: Hotel Lobby Duration: 04:30 Hours 

Take this fantastic half day tour and discover Antalya's historical sites and it‟s amazing scenery. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

Antalya  
Antalya is the largest city on the Turkish Meditarrian Coast „‟the Paradise on the Earth‟‟.This city ranks as one of the most 

popular places among visitors in Turkey, around 15 Million Tourist visit this beautiful city annually. 

Tour 

You will discover this beautiful city of Antalya on this trip, Starting with a visit to the beautiful Duden Waterfalls, walk 

through this park and listen to the sound of water falling from the most beautiful water fall in Antalya. After that proceed 

to the city center (Old City) and visit Hadrian's Gate built by the same name Roman Emperor in 130AD, the clock tower 

at Kalekapisi, Republic Square with its Ataturk statue and overlook amazing views of the Mediterranean coast and 

Olympos Mountains. Descending from the square, you'll explore the narrow winding streets of historical Antalya 

(Kaleici), filled with graceful Ottoman-era houses and gardens. 

this city is a great place to explore Independent Art galleries & boutiques among monumental structures that survived 

from the Ottoman, Byzantine and Roman Emperor, this city also famous for its small shops, Restaurant & Night Life 

tourist visit this city from every corner of the world. 

Please Note: Your pick up time will be within 30 minutes of the time shown on your voucher; our supplier will contact 

you at your hotel the day prior to the tour to reconfirm the actual pick up time. 

Included: Transportation, guide and entrance fees 

On the Conclusion of tour you will be drive back to Hotel, rest of the day is free to spend on your own. 

 

Day 03 
 After breakfast proceed to lobby, driver will take you to Antalya airport, get a flight to Istanbul.  Upon arrival you 

will meet our representative/Chauffeur at arrival Hall, holding your name card, Please introduce yourself to him, He will 

drive you Hotel. Which almost ½ an hour drive, depending on traffic conditions. 

 

Istanbul 04 Nights 
Istanbul, the only city joins Europe and Asia; located on both sides of the Bosphorus, uniting the East and the West on 
the terms of culture, art and religion. Halic Bay (Golden Horn) a horn-shaped bay located on the European side of 
Istanbul is one of the most beautiful natural harbors in the world.  



 
 

It is Istanbul's endless offers of varieties that fascinate the visitors. The museums, churches, palaces, grand mosques, 

bazaars and sights of natural beauty seem innumerable. Reclining on the western shore of the Bosphorus at sunset 

contemplating the red evening light reflected in the windows of the opposite shore you may understand why so many 

centuries ago settlers chose to build on this remarkable site. The history of the city, which is known as the "Capital of the 

Empires", goes back to ancient times. The city was founded by the Megaras in A.D. 658 and was named Byzantium after 

their commander Byzas. It was developed very rapidly and turned into a large trade center, existed for hundreds of years 

as the capital of the Roman, Byzantine and Ottoman Empires. 

Today it has become Turkey's most important tourism, trade and industrial city with a population over 13.5 million. The 

most beautiful historical works of Istanbul are at the historical peninsula inside the city walls between the Marmara Sea 

and the Golden Horn. One could visit Istanbul for the shopping alone. The Kapali Carsi, or Covered Grand Bazaar, in the 

old city is the logical place to start with more than 4,000 shops. Sultan Ahmet which known for its Three glorious periods, 

Roman, Byzantine, and Ottoman, most of the famous and historical sights of Istanbul are located in this area. Topkopi 

museum A Must See will surprise you with the glimpse of history and culture treasure. It is formed in a 400 years old 

palace of Ottoman Kings. Istanbul a city where you see Asia & Europe penetrating. 

 

Sarnic Hotel 
Kucuk Ayasofya Caddesi No 26 3400 Sultanahmet Istanbul Turkey 

4 Star Tourist Class Historical Hotel 

 
Location: Central / Near Blue Mosque / Old City 22 km to Istanbul Ataturk Airport 

04 Min Walk to Sultanahmet Mosque 09 min Walk to Hagia Sophia Museum 06 Min Walk to Near Bus / Tram Stop 02 

km 

/ 30 min walk to Ferry port 
This hotel is located in the heart of Sultanahmet Area very close to Blue Mosque, Hippodrome and Obelisks, Topkapi 

Palace, Basilica Cistern and Grand Bazaar. The hotel's strategic location ensures that guests can quickly and easily reach 

most of the Tourist attractions by walk. The area is well surrounded by countless food outlets and restaurants. You get an 

Old traditional bazaar by few minute walk. Sultan Ahmet mosque is hardly 04 minutes walk from hotel. 

whilst the stunning Marmara sea and the famous fish restaurants area of Kumkapi are also within easy walking reach. 

Also 25 minutes walk to Ferry port to get ferries for Asian Side of Istanbul by sea 

General 

This is a residential building turned into traditional 05 floors Turkish hotel. Sarnic Hotel is in Sultanahmet area, situated in 

a historical building offering a rooftop terrace with panoramic views of the Blue Mosque and Marmara Sea. The friendly 

staff and professional management with traditional Turkish hospitality will make you feel at home,. hotel offers a dry 

cleaning service, babysitting & child services and a beauty salon. The best thing about this hotel is its location where you 

find almost all the historical attractions which Istanbul offers, at walking distance. Sarnic hotel is a good choice for 

travelers who wants to stay close to most of the tourist attractions Istanbul offers, Sarnic Premier is a sister property of 



Sarnic hotel, which also located very close at same lane, only that Sarnic is less glamorous than Sarnic Premier hotel. 

Beside its 05 floors and good porter service Hotel offer No Lifts. 

Room 

The well equipped medium size rooms at the Sarnic Hotel Istanbul have a private bathroom, a flat screen TV and cable 

satellite channels. Amenities featured in the rooms include a mini bar, a refrigerator and a hair dryer. Standard inclusions 

to the en suite are towels and a shower. Some rooms have No Windows. 

Restaurant 

The Sarnic Hotel Istanbul's on site restaurant offers a variety of delicious meals to enjoy. Ottoman and Turkish dishes are 

available in the restaurant or on the terrace. For those wishing to dine out, there are a variety of dining options a short 

stroll from the hotel Bedroom: Total Number of Rooms: 21 

Room Facilities 

Connection for Laptop, Air Condition, Satellite Television, in-House Movie, Radio, Direct Dial Phone, Mini Bar, 

Hairdryer, Wake-Up Call, Voltage 220v 

Hotel Facilities 

Medium Lobby, Earliest Check-in at 14:00, Lifts, Porterage & Room Service 24 Hour, Outdoor Pool, 05 Floors, 

Solarium, Gymnasium, Sauna, Shop boutique, Beauty Parlour, Car Rental Facilities, Baby Sitting, Laundry, Business 

Centre, Disabled Facilities. Rest of the day is free. 

 

Day 04 

After breakfast at your Hotel, Proceed to hotel lobby driver will pick you for a full day tour of Bursa City.  
FULL-DAY TOUR OF BURSA Duration: 14 HOURS 
Istanbul Turkey 

 
 

 

The Tour  
Explore this tour with beautiful listed regions. The tour will start with a drive over the magnificent Bosphorus 
Suspension Bridge also known as 15 July Martyrs Bridge. You will witness both Europe and Asia side of Turkey from 
over the bridge. The driver will then take you to Bursa via the world’s fourth largest suspension bridge known as The 

Osmanghazi Bridge built in 2016 minimizing another 1.5 hours of the journey to mere 3 minutes making the trip from 
Istanbul to Bursa now a one and a half hour journey which previously took 3 hours.You will start the day with visit to 

city’s famous shopping center where you can taste and select from a variety of Turkish delights, different kinds of 
natural honey, olives, olive oils, silk scarfs, handmade carpets and many other goods. You will be given 45 minutes to 
roam and shop on your own. Witnessing both the old and new sides of Bursa, the journey continues towards Uludag 

Mountain.  
 



The first stop on the mountain is by the historic 600 years old tree known as the Īnkaya Çınar. The tree is 35 meters tall 
spread over 3 meters of diameter with some of the branches being so heavy that they are supported by metal planks. You 
can sip a quick tea or lemonade from the café under the tree or buy fresh fruits or souvenirs from local vendors. Driving 
up the mountain you will now stop at a restaurant and will be served authentic Turkish lunch. After lunch the guide will 
take you to a local shop where you will be served Turkish Coffee and will get a chance to taste and purchase from a wide 
variety of Turkish Jams, pickles and chutneys. Your driver will then drive you up to the Uludag Mili Park from where 

you will take a 20 minutes Cable Car ride to the peak of Uludag Mountain at a height of 2543m. You will be given 45 
minutes to explore and take photos. Ride back via the Cable Car and descend towards the city. On your way down you 
will stop at an Organic Honey Farm where you can buy honey prepared in the farm. The tour now continues to the old 
city of Bursa where you will stop at the famous Green Mosque built between 1415 and 1419 at the request of Ottoman 
Sultan Celebi Mehmet. Green Mosque comprises of mausoleum (Tomb), madrasah, cultivation and Hammam (Turkish 
baths). After an hour drive to the pier you will ride a ferry to Istanbul. At the conclusion of your tour you will be driven 
back to your hotel. 

Tour Does Not Include: 
Water Bottles/ Extra drinks 

Please Note:  
The temperature at the peak of Uludag is very low. Wear appropriate clothing. Don’t forget to take you beanies, gloves 
and warm jackets with you. 

On conclusion of this tour you will be dropped back to your hotel. 

Day 05 
After breakfast at your Hotel, Proceed to hotel lobby, Driver will pick you for full day Prince's Island tour. 
Princes' Island - Istanbul, Turkey 

Departure Point:   Hotel Pick Up Start Time: 08.30 Duration: 04: 30 Hr 

 

Take a cruise to the largest of the princes' islands, where you will enjoy lunch and a sightseeing tour by horse-drawn 

carriage. 

The Tour 

We begin the day with a cruise on the Marmara Sea to the princes' islands, once the pleasure islands of Byzantine princes. 

Our tour includes a visit to Buyukada, the largest of the three main islands and a popular summer resort with beautifully 

decorated old wooden houses, pine trees and wonderful panoramic views. We take a relaxing tour through the quiet 

narrow streets of the island by horse-drawn carriage before stopping for lunch at a seafood restaurant. After lunch there 

will be time for you to relax or explore at your leisure 

Includes 

Transfer by coach to the pier, cruise to buyukada, four course lunches and a tour of the island by horse-drawn carriage. 
Please Note 

If you are booking this tour in: English your pick up time will be within 30 minutes of the time shown on your voucher. 

Our supplier will contact you at your hotel the day prior to the tour to reconfirm the actual pick up time. Additional 

Information: 

This tour is operated in Air Conditioned Vehicles. 
On the Conclusion of tour you will be drive back to Hotel, rest of the day is free to spend on your own. 

 

Day 06 

After breakfast you are free to explore the city on your own. 

 



Day 07 

 After Breakfast you are free till Driver comes to pick you, from Hotel Lobby, Please Check out the room before driver 

arrives, Proceed to Airport for departure . 

!!!!! End of Tour!!!!! 
Tour Includes: - 

 

Visa Assistance 

Travel Insurance 

Airport Pick & Drops 

Accommodation in Star Class Hotel 

Daily Breakfast 

City Tour of Bursa with Lunch & Cable Car Ride  
Princes Island Tour with Lunch 

Antalya City Tour with Lunch & Cable Car Ride 

Domestic Air Tickets 

 

Transport in Private A/C Vehicle 

All the Rates & Confirmations depend on the availability at the time of finalizing bookings. Above detail & Pictures are 

for reference Purpose only; Total Travel Services does not have the ownership nor accepts any liability for any damages. 

*Above Information Collected & Organized by Total Travel Services – www.totaltravels.pk 

 

http://www.totaltravels.pk/


 

 

Turkey 08 Nights 09 Days (02 Nights Cappadocia - 02 Nights Antalya - 04 Nights Istanbul) 

Day 01 
Upon arrival at Istanbul airport please proceed to domestic lounge to get flight for Cappadocia,  the flight duration 

is approx. 01 hr 15 min, when you reach arrival hall for exit, you will be received by our representative, proceed to hotel 

. 

 

Cappadocia 02 Nights 

Cappadocia is almost 760 km from Istanbul and 540 km from Antalya. The word "Cappadocia" is meant as "Low 

Country" The area is widely pierced by volcanic peaks. Cappadocia is located in Central Anatolia Turkey and from 

ancient time it is famous for its historical and natural wonders, Fairy Chimneys, A Cone like formations created by soft 

volcanic ashes. The name Cappadocia is known to man history since 600 BC when it was considered as part old Persian 

Empire before that it was known as Hatti in the late Bronze Age. After ending the Persian Empire, Alexander the Great 

tried to rule the area through one of his military commanders. But "Ariarathes" a Persian aristocrat became king of the 

Cappadocians. After 11
th
 Century With the rise of Turkish power in Anatolia, Cappadocia slowly became a tributary to 

the Turkish states that were established to the east and to the west; some of the population converted to Islam, rest remain 

at the Cappadocian & Greek beliefs till for long time and then converted to Islam 

   

In Modern Era the area is a popular tourist destination, The region is located southwest of the major city Kayseri, which is 

the airport to approach this historical area.  

The attractions in Cappadocia are Ürgüp, Goreme, Ihlara Valley, Selime, Guzelyurt, Uchisar, Avanos and Zelve. Among 

the underground cities worth seeing are Derinkuyu, Kaymakli, Gaziemir and Ozkanak. The best historic mansions and 

cave houses for tourist stays are in Urgup, Goreme, Guzelyurt and Uchisar. The rocks of Cappadocia near Göreme eroded 

into hundreds of spectacular pillars and minaret-like forms. People of the villages at the heart of the Cappadocia Region 

carved out houses, churches and monasteries from the soft rocks of volcanic deposits. The Göreme Open Air Museum is 

the most visited site contains more than 30 carved from rock churches and chapels, some having superb frescoes inside, 

from 9
th
 – 11

th
 century. 

Cappadocia is almost 750 km from Istanbul and There are 8 – 10 flights daily from Istanbul to Cappadocia, takes 01hour 

& 20 minutes approx. If you prefer to travel by road your journey will be around +10 hours and comparatively low priced 

but more tiring. 

 

MITHRA CAVE HOUSE HOTEL 

Aydınlı Mahallesi Akgül Sokak No:10 Göreme - Goreme, Turkey 

4 Star Superior Tourist Class Modern Hotel 

   



 

 

Location:  

500 Meters to City Center 

02 Kilometers to Zemi Valley  

02 Kilometers to Goreme National Park 

05 Kilometers to Uc Hisar Castle  

09 Kilometers to Zelve Open Air Museum  

43 Kilometers Nevsehir airports 

The hotel enjoys a superb location, allowing guests easy access to a range of tourist.  

General 

This 04-Star hotel Featured terrace & library, hotel is in a great location for exploring the delights of this region Situated 

in the heart of Cappadocia; this cave hotel features a terrace with beautiful views of the surrounding villages and valleys, 

Outdoor terraces and a courtyard afford spectacular views over the 'fairy chimney' rock formations in the village. 

Furnished and decorated with local artifacts the hotel has internet access and contemporarily equipped en suite 

accommodation units, guests can take advantage of the Mithra Cave Hotel's express check-in facility. Travel arrangements 

can be made at the hotel's tour desk 

Room 

This hotel offers authentic rooms equipped with luxurious amenities and free Wi-Fi. Mithra Cave Hotel has cave rooms 

and rooms with Ottoman and Greek style, all rooms are decorated in traditionally with handicrafts, Carpet & Curtains 

well-equipped rooms with Private Bathroom 

Restaurant  

A rich buffet breakfast is served every morning. Serving guests with Turkish dishes, Ocak Restaurant is 100 meters away. 

The Mithra Cave Hotel has an on-site restaurant, convenient for guests who prefer to eat in. Alternatively, there are plenty 

of other dining options around the hotel 

Room Facilities 

Electric Kettle , Seating Area, Jacuzzi, Carpeted, Floor Slippers, Heating, Non Smoking Rooms, Air Conditioning, 

Bathrobe, Satellite, TV, Private Bathroom, Hairdryer, Internet Access, Iron, Ironing Board. 

Bedroom 

Total Number of Rooms: 21 

Hotel Facilities 

Express Check In / Out ,Airport shuttle Service, Terrace , Ironing Service ,Room Service, News Stand , Shower Room, 

Café, Laundry Services, Medium Lobby, Parking Facilities, , Disabled facilities Dry Cleaning  

 

Day 02 

 After breakfast proceed to lobby, your tour guide/driver will take you from lobby for Cappadocia city tour. 

Cappadocia City Tour                Pick & Drop: Hotel Lobby        Duration: 10 Hours 

Take this fantastic half day tour and discover Cappadocia‟s historical sites and it‟s amazing caves.  

  

In the morning, first meet the lunar landscape of Cappadocia: rock formations beyond belief  in Devrent Valley. 

Visit to Pasabag “fairy chimneys” where the voice of wind mixes with the “songs of fairies ” near Zelve. Lunch 

in Avanos, centre of terra cotta work of art since 3000 BC, and a demonstration in a traditional pottery 

workshop.  

In the afternoon, visit the famous Goreme Open Air Museum and see the best examples of Byzantine art in 

Cappadocia in rock – cut churches with frescoes and paintings (10th to 13th century). Continue to panoramic 

view point Esentepe. With a spectacular view over Goreme, see the complete view of Goreme valley and 



 

 

Goreme village: fairy chimneys, rock formations and cave houses.  

End your day with Uchisar Castle. This tall rock is the highest point of the Goreme region. Return to hotel at 

around 17: 30pm. 

Includes   

Tour guide, Transportation, Lunch, Entrance fees, Parking, Pick-up and drop off to local hotels. 
 

Day 03  

After breakfast proceed to lobby, driver will take you to Cappadocia airport, get a flight to Antalya.  Upon arrival you 

will meet our representative/Chauffeur at arrival Hall, holding your name card, Please introduce yourself to him, He will 

drive you Hotel.  

Antalya  03 Nights 

Almost 700 km form Istanbul Antalya is the 05
th
 most populated city in Turkey with over 1.2 million habitants in area of 

approx 547 sq miles, it is located on the Mediterranean coast of south-west Turkey. Founded in 200 BC, Antalya enjoys a 

rich culture & history which attracts millions of people with its lovely nature from all over the world. The combination of 

sun, deep blue sea and mountain covered with trees are rare to find in other parts of world. The city buildings charm you 

with open theme of the ages-old designs, its Hellenistic times and later with Turkish-Islamic architecture city appears with 

deep rooted in history. Antalya can be visited in any season is an indispensable touristic destination particularly during the 

summer. This "blue" city charms its guests with its beautiful beaches and has the longest coastline in Turkey. 

    

Antalya Old city Charm you with its narrow alleys and road made dark gray stone brick, The most outstanding feature of 

Antalya is the terrific palm trees of the city which cool you with their shadow and complement you with their breeze on 

your way and decorating the city, palm trees are a sign of the mild Mediterranean climate of the city. Hot and dry during 

the summer and mild and rainy during the winter the city always gives the feeling of a warm home with 300 sunny days a 

year. Antalya is ruled by Byzantine and Ottoman empires, which left long lasting impression on this city. 

 

LARA HOTEL 

Guzeloba Mah. Lara Cad. No: 142 | beside Duden Park, Antalya 07230, Turkey 

03 Star Superior Class Hotels 

                                   
Location: Waterfront/Beach. 

03 Kilometers to Terra City Shopping Mall 

07 Kilometers to Butterfly Park Antalya 

08 Kilometers to Migros Super Market 

11 Kilometers to Antalya Airport 



 

 

13 Kilometers to Kaleici Old City 

24 Kilometers to Duden Waterfall  

This hotel is Located on the Top-cliff along the Mediterrian Sea, offers panoramic location close to the airport. 

General 

This 03-Star Class hotel is the best place for relaxing in Antalya built in 1988. Staff of the hotel always 

available whenever you need they help out you, Guest can indulge in pampering treatment at the hotels full 

Service-spa provided with a sauna, massage service is available on the beach also in Spa. Hotel Feature outdoor 

pool, children pool on-site, Private beach with sun loungers guest can also relax in the Shade of Umbrella. On-

site recreational facilities include steam baths, reflex massage Turkish bath, water skiing, scuba diving and table 

tennis and different sports activities.  

Rooms 

All rooms have a simple and well-furnished interior fitted with air condition, satellite TV, Wi-Fi and beds 

features premium bedding, each room has sliding glass doors opens to the balcony which boasts scenic sea 

views. 

Restaurant 

A complimentary buffet breakfast served daily by the hotel & There are 02 on-Site Restaurant which Serves 

different types of international cuisines, Turkish tea, coffee and cold beverages are also available. 

Bed Rooms 

Total Number of Rooms: 72 

Room Facilities 

Air- Conditioned, Wi-Fi, Hairdryer, Phone, Satellite TV, Daily Maid Service, Shower, Balcony, Toilet, 

Heating, Bedding Premium, Satellite Channels. 

Hotel Facilities 

Express check-in/check-out, Sun Terrace, Car hire, Mini-market, ATM, Baby-Sitting, Picnic Area, Beach Bar, 

Coffee/ Tea in lobby, Outdoor pool, Safety Deposit Box ,Currency Exchange, Garden, Designated Smoking 

Area, Massage, Spa. 
 

Day 4 
 After breakfast proceed to lobby, your tour guide/driver will take you from lobby for Antalya city tour. 

Antalya City Tour                Pick & Drop: Hotel Lobby        Duration: 04:30 Hours  

Take this fantastic half day tour and discover Antalya's historical sites and it‟s amazing scenery. 

Antalya 

Antalya is the largest city on the Turkish Meditarrian Coast „‟the Paradise on the Earth‟‟.This city ranks as one of the 

most popular places among visitors in Turkey, around 15 Million Tourist visit this beautiful city annually.  

Tour 

You will discover this beautiful city of Antalya on this trip, Starting with a visit to the beautiful Duden Waterfalls, walk 

through this park and listen to the sound of water falling from the most beautiful water fall in Antalya. After that proceed 

to the city center (Old City) and visit Hadrian's Gate built by the same name Roman Emperor in 130AD, the clock tower 

at Kalekapisi, Republic Square with its Ataturk statue and overlook amazing views of the Mediterranean coast and 

Olympos Mountains. Descending from the square, you'll explore the narrow winding streets of historical Antalya 

(Kaleici), filled with graceful Ottoman-era houses and gardens. 



 

 

this city is a great place to explore Independent Art galleries & boutiques among monumental structures that survived 

from the Ottoman, Byzantine and Roman Emperor, this city also famous for its small shops, Restaurant & Night Life 

tourist visit this city from every corner of the world. 

Please Note: Your pick up time will be within 30 minutes of the time shown on your voucher; our supplier will contact 

you at your hotel the day prior to the tour to reconfirm the actual pick up time. 

Included: Transportation, guide and entrance fees 

On the Conclusion of tour you will be drive back to Hotel, rest of the day is free to spend on your own. 

 

Day 5: 
 After breakfast proceed to lobby, driver will take you to Antalya airport, get a flight to Istanbul.  Upon arrival you 

will meet our representative/Chauffeur at arrival Hall, holding your name card, Please introduce yourself to him, He will 

drive you Hotel. Which almost ½ an hour drive, depending on traffic conditions. 

 

ISTANBUL 04 Nights 

Istanbul, the only city joins Europe and Asia; located on both sides of the Bosphorus, uniting the East and the West on the 

terms of culture, art and religion. Halic Bay (Golden Horn) a horn-shaped bay located on the European side of Istanbul is 

one of the most beautiful natural harbors in the world. 

It is Istanbul's endless offers of varieties that fascinate the visitors. The museums, churches, palaces, grand mosques, 

bazaars and sights of natural beauty seem innumerable. Reclining on the western shore of the Bosphorus at sunset 

contemplating the red evening light reflected in the windows of the opposite shore you may understand why so many 

centuries ago settlers chose to build on this remarkable site. The history of the city, which is known as the "Capital of the 

Empires", goes back to ancient times. The city was founded by the Megaras in A.D. 658 and was named Byzantium after 

their commander Byzas. It was developed very rapidly and turned into a large trade center, existed for hundreds of years 

as the capital of the Roman, Byzantine and Ottoman Empires.  

Today it has become Turkey's most important tourism, trade and industrial city with a population over 13.5 million. The 

most beautiful historical works of Istanbul are at the historical peninsula inside the city walls between the Marmara Sea 

and the Golden Horn. One could visit Istanbul for the shopping alone. The Kapali Carsi, or Covered Grand Bazaar, in the 

old city is the logical place to start with more than 4,000 shops. Sultan Ahmet which known for its Three glorious periods, 

Roman, Byzantine, and Ottoman, most of the famous and historical sights of Istanbul are located in this area. Topkopi 

museum A Must See will surprise you with the glimpse of history and culture treasure. It is formed in a 400 years old 

palace of Ottoman Kings. Istanbul a city where you see Asia & Europe penetrating 

 

SARNIC HOTEL 

Kucuk Ayasofya Caddesi No 26 3400 Sultanahmet Istanbul Turkey 

4 Star Tourist Class Historical Hotel 



 

 

Location: Central / Near Blue Mosque / Old City 

22 km to Istanbul Ataturk Airport 

04 Min Walk to Sultanahmet Mosque 

09 min Walk to Hagia Sophia Museum 

06 Min Walk to Near Bus / Tram Stop 

02 km / 25 min walk to Ferry port 

This hotel is located in the heart of Sultanahmet Area very close to Blue Mosque, Hippodrome and Obelisks, Topkapi 

Palace, Basilica Cistern and Grand Bazaar. The hotel's strategic location ensures that guests can quickly and easily reach 

most of the Tourist attractions by walk. The area is well surrounded by countless food outlets and restaurants. You get an 

Old traditional bazaar by few minute walk. Sultan Ahmet mosque is hardly 04 minutes walk from hotel.  

whilst the stunning Marmara sea and the famous fish restaurants area of Kumkapi are also within easy walking reach. 

Also 25 minutes walk to Ferry port to get ferries for Asian Side of Istanbul by sea 

General 

This is a residential building turned into traditional 05 floors Turkish hotel. Sarnic Hotel is in Sultanahmet area, situated in 

a historical building offering a rooftop terrace with panoramic views of the Blue Mosque and Marmara Sea. The friendly 

staff and professional management with traditional Turkish hospitality will make you feel at home,. hotel offers a dry 

cleaning service, babysitting & child services and a beauty salon. The best thing about this hotel is its location where you 

find almost all the historical attractions which Istanbul offers, at walking distance. Sarnic hotel is a good choice for 

travelers who wants to stay close to most of the tourist attractions Istanbul offers, Sarnic Premier is a sister property of 

Sarnic hotel, which also located very close at same lane, only that Sarnic is less glamorous than Sarnic Premier hotel. 

Beside its 05 floors and good porter service Hotel offer No Lifts. 

Room 

The well equipped medium size rooms at the Sarnic Hotel Istanbul have a private bathroom, a flat screen TV and cable 

satellite channels. Amenities featured in the rooms include a mini bar, a refrigerator and a hair dryer. Standard inclusions 

to the en suite are towels and a shower. Some rooms have No Windows. 

Restaurant 

The Sarnic Hotel Istanbul's on site restaurant offers a variety of delicious meals to enjoy. Ottoman and Turkish dishes are 

available in the restaurant or on the terrace. For those wishing to dine out, there are a variety of dining options a short 

stroll from the hotel 

Bedroom: Total Number of Rooms: 21 

Room Facilities 

Connection for Laptop, Air Condition, Satellite Television, in-House Movie, Radio, Direct Dial Phone, Mini Bar, 

Hairdryer, Wake-Up Call, Voltage 220v 

Hotel Facilities 

Medium Lobby, Earliest Check-in at 14:00,  Lifts, Porterage & Room Service 24 Hour, Outdoor Pool, 05 Floors, 

Solarium, Gymnasium, Sauna, Shop boutique, Beauty Parlour, Car Rental Facilities, Baby Sitting, Laundry, Business 

Centre, Disabled Facilities. 

Rest of the day is free. 

 

Day06 

 After breakfast at your Hotel, Proceed to hotel lobby, from there Driver will pick you for full day Bursa tour.  
FULL-DAY TOUR OF BURSA Duration: 14 HOURS 

Istanbul Turkey 

 



 

 

The Tour 

Explore this tour with beautiful listed regions. The tour will start with a drive over the magnificent Bosphorus 

Suspension Bridge also known as 15 July Martyrs Bridge. You will witness both Europe and Asia side of 

Turkey from over the bridge. The driver will then take you to Bursa via the world‟s fourth largest suspension 

bridge known as The Osmanghazi Bridge built in 2016 minimizing another 1.5 hours of the journey to mere 3 

minutes making the trip from Istanbul to Bursa now a one and a half hour journey which previously took 3 

hours.You will start the day with visit to city‟s famous shopping center where you can taste and select from a 

variety of Turkish delights, different kinds of natural honey, olives, olive oils, silk scarfs, handmade carpets and 

many other goods. You will be given 45 minutes to roam and shop on your own. Witnessing both the old and 

new sides of Bursa, the journey continues towards Uludag Mountain.  

 

The first stop on the mountain is by the historic 600 years old tree known as the Īnkaya Çınar. The tree is 35 

meters tall spread over 3 meters of diameter with some of the branches being so heavy that they are supported 

by metal planks. You can sip a quick tea or lemonade from the café under the tree or buy fresh fruits or 

souvenirs from local vendors. Driving up the mountain you will now stop at a restaurant and will be served 

authentic Turkish lunch. After lunch the guide will take you to a local shop where you will be served Turkish 

Coffee and will get a chance to taste and purchase from a wide variety of Turkish Jams, pickles and chutneys. 

Your driver will then drive you up to the Uludag Mili Park from where you will take a 20 minutes Cable Car 

ride to the peak of Uludag Mountain at a height of 2543m. You will be given 45 minutes to explore and take 

photos. Ride back via the Cable Car and descend towards the city. On your way down you will stop at an 

Organic Honey Farm where you can buy honey prepared in the farm. The tour now continues to the old city of 

Bursa where you will stop at the famous Green Mosque built between 1415 and 1419 at the request of Ottoman 

Sultan Celebi Mehmet. Green Mosque comprises of mausoleum (Tomb), madrasah, cultivation and Hammam 

(Turkish baths). After an hour drive to the pier you will ride a ferry to Istanbul. At the conclusion of your tour 

you will be driven back to your hotel. 

Tour Does Not Include: 
Water Bottles/ Extra drinks 

Please Note:  
The temperature at the peak of Uludag is very low. Wear appropriate clothing. Don‟t forget to take you 
beanies, gloves and warm jackets with you. 
On conclusion of this tour you will be dropped back to your hotel. 
 

Day 07 

 After breakfast at your Hotel, Proceed to hotel lobby, Driver will pick you for full day Prince's Island tour . 

PRINCES' ISLAND 

Istanbul, Turkey 

Departure Point:   Hotel Pick Up                 Start Time: 08.30          Duration: 04: 30 Hrs 

Take a cruise to the largest of the princes' islands, where you enjoy lunch and sightseeing tour by horse-drawn carriage. 

The Tour 

We begin the day with a cruise on the Marmara Sea to the princes' islands, once the pleasure islands of Byzantine princes. 

Our tour includes a visit to buyukada, the largest of the three main islands and a popular summer resort with beautifully 

decorated old wooden houses, pine trees and wonderful panoramic views. We take a relaxing tour through the quiet 



 

 

narrow streets of the island by horse-drawn carriage before stopping for lunch at a seafood restaurant. After lunch there 

will be time for you to relax or explore at your leisure. 

Includes 

Transfer by coach to the pier, cruise to buyukada, four course lunches and a tour of the island by horse-drawn carriage. 

   

Please Note 

If you are booking this tour in: English your pick up time will be within 30 minutes of the time shown on your voucher. 

Our supplier will contact you at your hotel the day prior to the tour to reconfirm the actual pick up time. 

Additional Information: this tour is operated in Air Conditioned Vehicles. 

On the Conclusion of tour you will be drive back to Hotel, rest of the day is free to spend on your own. 

 

Day 08  

After breakfast you are free to explore the city and surroundings on your own. 

 

 

Day 09 

 After Breakfast you are free till Driver comes to pick you, from Hotel Lobby, Please Check out the room before driver 

arrives, Proceed to Airport for departure .  

!!!!! End of Tour!!!!! 

Tour Includes: -         

Visa Assistance           

Domestic Air Tickets 

Airport Pick & Drops        

Accommodation in Star Class Hotel       

Daily Breakfast 

City Tour of Cappadocia         

City Tour of Antalya 

Full day Tour of Bursa 

Full day Tour Prince Island 

Transport in Private A/C Vehicle 

 

All the Rates & Confirmations depend on the availability at the time of finalizing bookings. Above detail & Pictures are 

for reference Purpose only; Total Travel Services does not have the ownership nor accepts any liability for any damages.  

*Above Information Collected & Organized by Total Travel Services – www.totaltravels.pk  

www.totaltravels.pk 
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